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Thank you very much for the submission of your research manuscript to our editorial office and for your patience while we were waiting to hear back from the referees. We have now received the full set of reviews on your manuscript.
As the detailed reports are pasted below I will only repeat the main points here. While all reviewers agree on the potential interest of the findings, they also pinpoint several aspects that should be addressed before publication of the study can be considered in EMBO reports. While referees 1 and 3 only point out some instances in which further clarifications are needed, reviewer 2 also feels that the possibility of co-purification of Zn ions in the context of the intact protein needs to be addressed and referee 3 also raises this issue. Referee 2 also states that discrepancies between previous ATPase activity values and those found here need to be further explained.
Overall, and given the reviewers' constructive comments, I would like to give you the opportunity to revise your manuscript, with the understanding that the main concerns of the referees should be addressed. Acceptance of the manuscript will depend on a positive outcome of a second round of review and I should also remind you that it is EMBO reports policy to allow a single round of revision only and that therefore, acceptance or rejection of the manuscript will depend on the completeness of your responses included in the next, final version of the manuscript.
I look forward to seeing a revised form of your manuscript when it is ready. Should you in the meantime have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
REFEREE REPORTS:
Referee #1:
The MS by Mattle et al describes an interesting and [potentially important characterization of the Cu binding properties of a prokaryotic Cu(I)-ATPase. The work employs a range of methods, crystallization, Cu(I) binding determinations and EXAFS analysis along with ATPase determinations and charge transfer kinetic measurements on an array of mutations of residues in the transmembrane regions of LpCopA and metal binding domain that are candidates for having functional roles. The authors provide a range of high quality data and sound interpretations of their data. The model that emerges emphasizes the importance of a sulfur-based for Cu transport by these important P-type ATPases. Copper is an important cofactor in many cellular processes and its handling by transport proteins is only poorly understood. This article makes a strong contribution to this area.
I have only a series of relatively minor points in need of attention, to improve the clarity of the author's message.
They are as follows; Figure 1C and text bottom of p.4 and elsewhere. Figure 1C is a mix pf what is known about SERCA (the SR Ca pump) and a Cu(I) ATPase. It is confusing. It is not known if proton movements are associated with the Cu ATPases (I don't believe that any evidence suggests this is so) and yet it is well-established for Ca-ATPases. This Figure should show either what is known for SERCA or the CU-ATPases, currently it is mis-leading. Also the last para of p.4 refrs to Fig 1B- p.8 para 2. The reason given for not using cysteine in these experiments is difficult to follow. Why would the amino-acid be expected to bind to "putative water-accessible Cu+ sites"? Also, although the amount of cysteine (20mM) is given on p.11 for the ATPase assays. I could not find mentioned how much cysteine was employed in the binding measurements.
p.13 para 2 and Fig 4. Would it be helpful to the reader to comment further on the relative values of Vmax for ATPase among the ATPases and and the various transient decay rates? As it stands it is not clear to the reader just what governs the rats. Presumably the rising phase, decay rates and integrated signal depends upon the density in the membrane and the relative rates of the charge movements. It is also not clear how or whether the charge movements relate to the ATPase activities. The other methods used in the article may be familiar to many, the charge transient measurements may not be and so more explanation may be helpful.
Referee #2:
This manuscript addresses the Cu transport mechanism by CopA of L. pneumophila. The authors present a rich mixture of data from X-ray crystallography, X-ray absorption, charge transfer and ATPase activity assays in support of a specific transport pathway comprising sulfur-containing side chains. In addition, the data supports a trigonal geometry for coordinating a single Cu(I) ion at the transport sites and thus contradicts previous studies suggesting the presence of two ions at the transport sites of CopA from A. fulgidis as well as general mechanistic understanding of type II Ptype ATPases such as SERCA and Na/K-ATPase. The data appear to be rigorously collected and generally support of the conclusions of the paper. However, there are a number of loose ends that if addressed would make the conclusions more compelling.
The coordination geometries of all three Cu(I) ions appear to be identical based on the EXAFS and XANES data and, according to the authors, consistent with a planar, trigonal geometry. Given the existence of X-ray structures of the isolated N-terminal metal binding domain, it would be important to discuss whether the XAS data is consistent with this structure.
The authors acknowledge that a different stoichiometry of Cu(I) ions was reported for the transport site of CopA from A. fulgidis and speculate that these differences are due to different properties of mesophilic LpCopA vs. thermophilic AfCopA. It would be useful to provide a sequence alignment to discuss in this context.
The stoichiometry of Cu(I) binding to the NMBD was reportedly affected by co-purification of Zn ions with the enzyme. The authors used chelators to remove this Zn from the NMBD prior to reconstitution with Cu(I) and determination of the full stoichiometry of two ions per NMBD. The authors should explain why a similar procedure was not applied to the intact protein and consider whether a similar problem may mask the second Cu(I) site in the transmembrane domain. In this context, it does not make sense that the double and triple mutations at the transport sites (C382S/C384S and C382S/C384S/M717A) should have a higher Cu(I) binding stoichiometry than the single site mutant (C384S) and suggests that there is some fundamental variability with the assay.
The low levels of ATPase activity are troubling. The authors report a Vmax of ~20 nmol/mg/min for wild-type enzyme, whereas cited work with AfCopA reports activities that are 100-fold higher. Furthermore, there are significant discrepancies in the behavior of the NMBD cysteine mutants in
Finally, the meaning of the standard deviations listed in parentheses in Table II is unclear.
Referee #3:
The manuscript by Mattle and colleagues describes experimente carried out on the Cu+-ATPase LpCopA from Legionella pneumonia and mutants thereof aiming at identifying structural determinants of Cu+ transport by the enzyme. The stoichiometry of Cu+ binding to full-length LpCopA and a construct with the heavy metal binding domain deleted was determined by ICP-MS showing two Cu+ ions bound to the full length protein an 1 Cu+ ion to the deletion mutant. Furthermore, XAS was performed to get information about the oxidation state of the bound copper and its coordination geometry, and it is convinvingly shown that it is Cu+ in a trigonal coordination geometry with most likely three sulfur ligands as indicated from XANES and EXAFS spectra, which also included data about two other copper pumps for comparison and control. ATPase measurements and electrical experiments with proteins attached to solid supported membranes were used to measure biochemical or transport activity of wildtype and mutant LpCopA proteins. All results converge on a consistent model for copper transport by LpCopA highlighting the importance of highly conserved sulfur-containing residues lining a transport pathway from an intracellular entry to a single, high affinity binding site for transport and eventually to an extracellular release cluster of amino acids. Some conserved polar residues facilitate copper binding to the high affinity sites and extracellular copper release. The model that Cu+ is delivered from a transient enty site comprising Cys-382, Cys-384 and Met-148 to the high affinity site formed by Cys-382, Cys-384 and Met-717 with "soft" ligands involved is highly attractive and justified by the findings of the paper. This is a very nice piece of work, which includes results from a comprehensive set of carefully executed experiments justifying profound mechanistic and structural conclusions, with all conceivable controls appropriately included. The paper is clearly written with a straightforward stream of thoughts and the results are discussed in a balanced manner and its length is fully justified. I do not see any serious flaws, the data are of great general interest, important, novel and sufficiently profound to merit publication in EMBO Reports. I add only some minor points, which the authors may want to consider in order toclarify some issues and strengthen the conclusions:
1.) The reaction scheme in Fig. 1C is only very briefly mentioned, in particular the reader may wonder what to think about "m Cu+" and "n H+" and why this appears during the E2→E1 and the E1P→E2P transition, especially regarding the directionality of cation transport. It could help if some more explanation is given regarding the proposed role of protons for the transport/catalytic cycle, even if this is still hypothetical yet.
2.) In relation to point 1.) the explanation why the Y688F mutant still produced a positive current signal is not clear. What do the authors hypothesize where the signal with this polarity comes from if the mutant is defective in ATP hydrolysis (page 13, 1st paragraph)? What is meant by the sentence on p. 16, 2nd paragraph that the highly conserved Tyr, Asn and Ser residues "partially relieve an emerging, negative charge at the 3-S Cu+ site..."? What is the role of H+ transfer steps for Cu+ transport?
3.) For the electrical measurements on the SSM system, only concentration jumps to 100 µM ATP were used for all proteins. Were the mutants with drastically impaired catalytic activity also investigated at higher ATP concentrations to compensate for reduced ATP affinities?
4.) I do not understand why data of some mutants in Fig. 3C assume negative values upon normalization. What does a negative "normalized Vmax" mean?
5.) The fact that in the isolated HMBD two Cu+ ions were found to be bound if Zn2+ ions were removed beforehand raises the question whether 3 Cu+ ions would be found if the same procedure were applied for the full length LpCopA protein. How many Cu+ ions are bound if Zn2+ is not removed on purpose?
Typos: p. 6, 2nd paragraph, last sentence "+" in superscript p. 16, 1st paragraph, last sentence "somewhat" 
Response and action taken:
We agree that Fig. 1C summarizes information for both SERCA and Cu + P 1B -type ATPases, which might result in confusion and misinterpretation by the reader. As noted by the reviewer and stated elsewhere in our manuscript, no direct evidence for proton counter-transport is available for Cu + ATPases, while it has been firmly demonstrated for SERCA. Studies on solid supported membranes on the human Cu + ATPase ATP7B revealed that, differently form SERCA, Cu + translocation in not pH sensitive, rather supporting the concept that Cu + ATPase catalytic cycle might not involve a net proton flux (Tadini-Buoninsegni et al., 2010) . We have modified accordingly the Fig. 1C to the Post-Albers cycle of Cu + ATPases and removed the potential involvement of proton countertransport. We further highlighted this issue in the Figure 1 caption. Also, we modified the reference to 
The finding of no direct effect of nucleotide on Cu + binding allows for discussion on its mechanistic significance by comparison with the available information on SERCA. As observed in SERCA, it is expected that only subsequent to metal binding nucleotide delivery to the phosphorylation site can occur. In SERCA, Ca 2+ binding results in straightening of M5 helix and breaking the closed configuration of the headpiece (N-, P-and A-domains) by bringing the P-domain apart from the Adomain. This conformational rearrangement allows the delivery of ATP to the phosphorylation site and its consequent hydrolysis. In the absence of Ca 2+ , ATP can efficiently bind to the N-domain but cannot reach the conserved phosphorylation residue in the P-domain. Despite speculative, similar considerations can be proposed for P 1B -type ATPases. Cu + and ATP binding appear to be independent and not sequential, if no chaperone-mediated Cu + delivery occurs. It is worth to be noted that both Cu + and Zn 2+ ATPases metal binding to the transmembrane site has been shown to occur independently to ATP binding (González-Guerrero et al, 2008; Raimunda et. al, 2012) . Nevertheless, ATP hydrolysis is expected to be tightly coupled to binding of Cu + in the transmembrane site(s) in a similar manner as SERCA. In AfCopA however, while in the absence of the chaperone Cu + binding to the two transmembrane sites remains nucleotide-independent, loading of a second copper requires ATP/ADP if copper delivery is mediated by the cognate Cu + chaperone CopZ. Contrarily, in L. pneumophila no canonical Cu-chaperones have been identified indicating that a nucleotide-independent transmembrane Cu + binding likely occurs. The text on p.7 has been partially expanded to introduce a reference to the analogies with SERCA. 
We also agree that the Cu + dependency of ATPase activity for wtCopA presented in Fig 3A does not allow a direct visual estimation of K 1/2 , Cu + . In the original submission, we exclusively reported this value in Supplementary table III. According to the reviewer's suggestion we have inserted an additional figure panel in Figure 3 (Fig. 3 B) to allow a better visualization by the reader of the Cu + -dependent activation profile for wtLpCopA.
Comment 4: p.8 para 2. The reason given for not using cysteine in these experiments is difficult to follow. Why would the amino-acid be expected to bind to "putative water-accessible Cu+ sites"? Also, although the amount of cysteine (20mM) is given on p.11 for the ATPase assays. I could not find mentioned how much cysteine was employed in the binding measurements.
Copper uptake to the transmembrane sites occurs via formation of a Cu + bound intermediate to the postulated Cu + entry site (Gourdon et al., 2011) involving coordination by M148 and potentially ligands from the donor soluble Cu + -complexes (in this case cysteine). Structural analysis of LpCopA indicates that the Cu + entry site faces the cytoplasm at the interface between the membrane and the cytosol, and thus it is solvent accessible. As XAS experiments are performed at high protein concentration (100-fold higher protein concentration required compared to Cu + stoichiometry determination), the partial generation of a complex at the entry site involving soluble cysteine ligands could be envisioned. Since the resulting XAS spectra are the result of an average of all the Cu centers present in the sample, the presence of soluble coordinating cysteine ligand could not be discerned form Cys and Met residues of LpCopA. To strictly discriminate the contribution of these LpCopA residues, free cysteine has not been utilized in the preparation of XAS samples to prevent misleading interpretation of the results. The text on p.8 has been slightly expanded to address this point, according to manuscript length limitation On the other hand, for the determination of Cu-binding stoichiometry and ATPase assays the same concentration of cysteine (20 mM) has been utilized. As indicated by the reviewer, the concentration of cysteine utilized in the copper binding experiments (20mM) was reported only in the Extended View section of the manuscript. For clarity, we have now incorporated the value in the Material and Methods section of the manuscript on p. 18. 
We agree with the reviewer that more explanation about charge transfer measurements on solid supported membranes would be helpful for the reader. Particularly, as concerns the time constants of charge movements, it is noteworthy that the decay time constant of the ATP7B current signal (140 ms) is within the time frame of aspartyl phosphate formation as reported in (Tadini-Buoninsegni et al, 2010) , suggesting a direct correlation between Cu + movement and phosphoenzyme formation, preceding phosphoenzyme hydrolytic cleavage. Moreover, comparison of the decay time constants for cation displacement in ATP7B and SERCA is consistent with the slower ATP7B phosphoenzyme formation. We point out that the observed decay time constants are related to an initial partial reaction of the ATPase catalytic cycle. They do not represent steady state turnover which is likely to be slower, due to rate limiting steps preceding the final hydrolytic cleavage of the phosphoenzyme intermediate, as discussed in (Tadini-Buoninsegni et al, 2010) . To account for the constructive reviewer's comment, the text was modified accordingly (page 13, 2 nd paragraph). Moreover, in the revised manuscript we introduced an additional sentence to provide a better explanation of the meaning of the measured current amplitude and associated charge (Materials and Methods section, page 20, last paragraph).
Referee #2:
This manuscript addresses the Cu transport mechanism by CopA of L. pneumophila. The authors present a rich mixture of data from X-ray crystallography, X-ray absorption, charge transfer and ATPase activity assays in support of a specific transport pathway comprising sulfur-containing side chains. In addition, the data supports a trigonal geometry for coordinating a single Cu(I) ion at the transport sites and thus contradicts previous studies suggesting the presence of two ions at the transport sites of CopA from A. fulgidis as well as general mechanistic understanding of type II P-type ATPases such as SERCA and Na/K-ATPase. The data appear to be rigorously collected and generally support of the conclusions of the paper. However, there are a number of loose ends that if addressed would make the conclusions more compelling.
Response to the Reviewer's 2 comments:
Comment 1: The coordination geometries of all three Cu(I) ions appear to be identical based on the EXAFS and XANES data and, according to the authors, consistent with a planar, trigonal geometry. Given the existence of X-ray structures of the isolated N-terminal metal binding domain, it would be important to discuss whether the XAS data is consistent with this structure.
Response and action taken:
A direct comparison of the structure of the HMBD from LpCopA with the known structures of HMBD from CopA-like Cu + ATPases proteins is not possible (such as the Cu + ATPase ccc2 form S. Cerevisiae). Secondary structure prediction (Jpred-3 server, http://www.compbio.dundee.ac.uk/www-jpred/) indicates that the HMBD of LpCopA possess an unknown fold which differs from the classic ferredoxin-like fold (βαββαβ) present in structurally characterized ccc2-like HMBDs from Cu + ATPases, as well as Atox-1 like Cu + chaperones (Boal and Rosenzweig, 2009 ). Thus, the structure of the Cu + center in LpCopA HMBD cannot be directly derived from the known Cu + -Cys 2 center of canonical HMBD. It is worth noting that the conserved CXXC motif involved in Cu + coordination in characterized HMBD becomes a CXXCXM motif in LpCopA HMBD which might be potentially flanked in its structure by additional conserved S-containing residues. Thus, a Cu center with trigonal planar geometry can be accommodated in this new fold, in agreement with our XAS results. Due to manuscript length restrictions, we have limited our discussion to the indication that the HMBD in LpCopA possess a different fold compared to structurally characterized HMBDs (p.15)
Comment 2:
Response and action taken:
We fully agree with the suggestion of the reviewer that a sequence alignment would be very beneficial to the reader to better follow the discussion on the comparative analysis of LpCopA vs. AfCopA. Thus, a sequence alignment of LpCopA vs. AfCopA has been inserted in the extended view section of the Manuscript (Supplementary Fig. 1) , and reference to this supplementary figure has been introduced in the relevant sections of the manuscript.
Comment 3:
Response and action taken:
The procedure of zinc removal, which involves sample acidification to pH=1, could not be performed on full length proteins due to instability of the protein-detergent micelles at low pH, which leads to irreversible aggregation when the transmembrane domain is present. Despite Cu + binding to double and triple mutants is not exactly matching the value expected form the results obtained on the single cysteine mutant we nevertheless observe a major effect on Cu binding by mutation of these residues. We believe that these data complemented with the abolishment of ATPase activity in those mutants substantiate our conclusions. We agree and are aware of a certain degree of variability in the stoichiometry determination protocol (as also indicated in the manuscript), which is likely affected by the variability in zinc binding to HMBD for the different samples as well as potential copurification of endogenous ATPases (< 5 %). Despite masking the second Cu(I) site in the transmembrane domains could be a possible problem, determinations of metal composition in XAS samples indicate that the zinc binding occurs almost exclusively in the soluble N-terminal HMBD (see Figure 1R) . Indeed, while zinc binding is stoichiometric for the fulllength wtLpCopA as observed for the isolated HMBD, no corresponding zinc binding occurs in the mutant lacking the HMBD (ΔHMBDLpCopA). We believe that this observation and the higher affinity expected for Cu(I) binding to the transmembrane sites compared to Zn 2+ substantiate our conclusions. 
The reported Vmax for AfCopA in the cited work (Mandal et al., 2002 ) is 3.7 µmol/mg/h, which corresponds to ~60 nmol/mg/min. Thus, the Vmax for LpCopA determined in our work (~20 nmol/mg/min) and the Vmax for AfCopA fall in the same order of magnitude. The confusion arises from the different units utilized in the two studies. Moreover, it should be noted that activity in Cu + P 1B -type ATPase is influenced by the chemical composition and amount of lipids supplemented in the assay. Based also on the consideration that the assays are performed at different temperatures for mesophilic (LpCopA) and thermophilic (AfCopA) proteins we suggest that caution is generally advisable when direct comparisons for specific activities are performed. The ATPase rate for the NMBD cysteine mutant as a function of Cu + has been determined with a fixed concentration of ATP (5mM, Vmax ~ 3 nmol/mg/min), while the rate as a function of ATP was determined at a fixed concentration of Cu + (0.5 mM, Vmax ~ 5 nmol/mg/min). The discrepancies are related to the significant standard deviations in the determination of the rates for mutants with very low or absent ATPase activity compared to wtLpCopA. The determination of ATPase activity for those mutants is significantly affected by artefacts related to variability of background phosphate contamination and contamination by endogenous ATPases, which prevent an accurate estimate of their Vmax. (see also below, Reviewer 3, comment 4)). As a consequence we indicate that the residual activity is not accurately measurable for those mutants in Supplementary  Tables III and IV footnotes. We believe that the conclusions about the critical role played by specific residues for the protein function can be nevertheless clearly evaluated by the observed impairment of catalytic activity of those mutants relative to wtLpCopA.
Comment 5:
Response and action taken:
The values indicated in the parentheses represent the standard deviation (± values) for best-fit parameters obtained by fitting the XAS experimental data with the EXAFS equation utilizing the Marquardt algorithm. The standard deviation provides a statistical information on the fitted parameter from which confidence limits can be estimated. In light of the comment, we thus have partially expanded the Table II caption to better explain the meaning of the value in parentheses.
Referee #3:
The manuscript by Mattle and colleagues describes experiments carried out on the Cu+-ATPase LpCopA from Legionella pneumonia and mutants thereof aiming at identifying structural determinants of Cu+ transport by the enzyme. The stoichiometry of Cu+ binding to full-length LpCopA and a construct with the heavy metal binding domain deleted was determined by ICP-MS showing two Cu+ ions bound to the full length protein an 1 Cu+ ion to the deletion mutant. Furthermore, XAS was performed to get information about the oxidation state of the bound copper and its coordination geometry, and it is convincingly shown that it is Cu+ in a trigonal coordination geometry with most likely three sulfur ligands as indicated from XANES and EXAFS spectra, which also included data about two other copper pumps for comparison and control. ATPase measurements and electrical experiments with proteins attached to solid supported membranes were used to measure biochemical or transport activity of wild type and mutant LpCopA proteins. All results converge on a consistent model for copper transport by LpCopA highlighting the importance of highly conserved sulfur-containing residues lining a transport pathway from an intracellular entry to a single, high affinity binding site for transport and eventually to an extracellular release cluster of amino acids. Some conserved polar residues facilitate copper binding to the high affinity sites and extracellular copper release. The model that Cu+ is delivered from a transient entry site comprising Cys-382, Cys-384 and Met-148 to the high affinity site formed by Cys-382, Cys-384 and Met-717 with "soft" ligands involved is highly attractive and justified by the findings of the paper. This is a very nice piece of work, which includes results from a comprehensive set of carefully executed experiments justifying profound mechanistic and structural conclusions, with all conceivable controls appropriately included. The paper is clearly written with a straightforward stream of thoughts and the results are discussed in a balanced manner and its length is fully justified. I do not see any serious flaws, the data are of great general interest, important, novel and sufficiently profound to merit publication in EMBO Reports. I add only some minor points, which the authors may want to consider in order to clarify some issues and strengthen the conclusions:
Response to the Reviewer's 3 comments:
The reaction scheme in Fig. 1C is only very briefly mentioned, in particular the reader may wonder what to think about "m Cu+" and "n H+" and why this appears during the E2→E1 and the E1P→E2P transition, especially regarding the directionality of cation transport. It could help if some more explanation is given regarding the proposed role of protons for the transport/catalytic cycle, even if this is still hypothetical yet.
Response and action taken:
In agreement with similar comments by reviewer 1 we have modified the scheme in Fig. 1C exclusively to the information currently available for Cu + ATPases. Indeed, differently from SERCA, no evidence for proton counter-transport occurring in the E2-E1 transition has emerged in Cu + P-type ATPases, including evidence obtained from SSM charge transfer experiments in this work. This consideration combined with the recent finding that in Zn 2+ P 1B -type ATPases no counter ion transport occurs, as determined in proteliposome experiments (Wang et al., Nature, 2014) , support the concept that the catalytic cycle in transition metal pumps might differ from the canonical SERCA scheme. The text on the figure caption has been accordingly modified to discuss this point with better clarity. 
In charge transfer experiments on solid supported membranes the current recorded is a measure of the rate of change of the transmembrane potential, and is not sensitive to stationary currents. Therefore, only electrogenic steps within the first catalytic cycle are detected, while steady-state events after the first cycle are not measured (Tadini-Buoninsegni et al., 2006) . Contrary, determinations of catalytic ATP hydrolysis through detection of released inorganic phosphates are performed under turnover conditions, in which multiple catalytic cycles are observed. In charge transfer measurements, apoLpCopA mutants are absorbed on SSMs and subsequently exposed to ATP jumps performed in presence of Cu + . Under these conditions Y688F LpCopA produces a positive current indicating that the first translocation cycle can occur. However, Y688F LpCopA cannot terminate the catalytic cycle and undergo multiple turnover cycles as revealed by the absence of ATPase activity under turnover conditions. Therefore, we conclude that the mutation of this residue might impair the E2P-E2-E1 transition subsequent the first Cu + translocation event, thereby resulting in a mutant which cannot efficiently perform catalytic ATPase turnover. In agreement, no effect on Cu + binding is observed for the Y688F mutation. The text on p. 13 has been modified to better clarify this point. The discussion regarding the role of conserved Tyr, Asn and Ser is speculative, but nevertheless some conclusions about their potential roles can be postulated based on the physico-chemical properties of these amino acids in the context of metal binding sites in metalloproteins. These three polar residues can establish a hydrogen-bond network around the copper binding site which could modulate the nucleophilicity, and thus pKa, of the thiolates. This, in turn, can modulate the binding affinity of Cu + to the CPC motif. Also, as the transport pathway is based on the relative affinities of Cu for the entry, transmembrane and exit sites, the network might contribute in controlling the relative affinity of Cu + for CPC by the relative positioning of these residues (and structural water molecules) through the steps of the catalytic cycle. Secondly, as Cu + binding to Cys in LpCopA might result in thiolate deprotonation and development of an overall negative charge at the copper center, the released proton(s) (if any) can potentially be shuttled to the tyrosine/tyrosinate residue and/or structural H 2 O molecules thereby indirectly compensating for the generated negative charge. If occurring, this putative H + transfer steps appear to take place in a reversible manner within the catalytic cycle without net H + counter transport, as indirectly indicated by the SSM measurements. We modified the text on p. 16-17 to better explain these points and further stress that the functions attributed to these conserved residues are tentative. We agree that additional studies are required to address these issues in greater detail.
Comment 3:
For the electrical measurements on the SSM system, only concentration jumps to 100 µM ATP were used for all proteins. Were the mutants with drastically impaired catalytic activity also investigated at higher ATP concentrations to compensate for reduced ATP affinities?
Response and action taken:
As correctly noted by the reviewer, we performed 100 µM ATP concentration jumps on membrane fragments enriched with wild-type or mutant LpCopA. Higher ATP concentrations were not employed to investigate the LpCopA mutants with drastically impaired catalytic activity. In this respect, it should be pointed out that an ATP concentration of, e.g., 500 µM cannot be used in charge transfer measurements on SSMs, since it can easily generate large current artefacts of comparable magnitude and shape as the protein induced electrical signals. In general, activation of protein adsorbed on a SSM by concentration jumps of bivalent or trivalent ions, especially if used at high concentrations, e.g., 300 µM or higher, may produce considerable signal artifacts because of binding of these ions to the lipid surface of the SSM. However, as Cu + and nucleotide binding (but not ATP hydrolysis) appear to be independent, we do not expect dramatic effects on the ATP binding affinity but rather in hydrolysis rates for mutations of transmembrane binding residues.
Comment 4:
I do not understand why data of some mutants in Fig. 3C assume negative values upon normalization. What does a negative "normalized Vmax" mean
Response and action taken:
Determination of ATP hydrolysis rates was performed by a modified colorimetric detection method of released inorganic phosphate. Quantification of phosphate released in mutants with absent or very low ATPase activity (< 10% of wtLpCopA Vmax) is affected by artefacts related to variability in phosphate contamination for each sample preparation, and contamination by endogenous ATPases present in E. Coli membranes (< 5%). As a consequence when values are normalized with the one of the catalytically inactive D426N mutant these variations may reflect in a calculated negative value, which only indicates that the ATPase activity (if any) is too low to be determined under the conditions utilized in the assay. As discussed above, we believe that the conclusions about the critical role played by specific residues for protein function can be clearly evaluated by the observed impairment of catalytic activity of mutants relative to wtLpCopA.
Comment 5:
The fact that in the isolated HMBD two Cu+ ions were found to be bound if Zn2+ ions were removed beforehand raises the question whether 3 Cu+ ions would be found if the same procedure were applied for the full length LpCopA protein. How many Cu+ ions are bound if Zn2+ is not removed on purpose?
Response and action taken:
As indicated in our answer to the similar comment by Reviewer 2, a procedure for Zn 2+ removal could not be performed on wtLpCopA due to protein aggregation resulting from the acidification step of the protocol. This prevents to answer the question whether 3 Cu + ions would be found if the same procedure were applied for the full length LpCopA protein. Differential Cu + content analysis for ΔHMBD LpCopA and wtLpCopA samples in which Zn 2+ has not been removed ( Fig. 1 Thank you for your patience while we have reviewed your revised manuscript. I am happy to tell you that the referee who was asked to assess it, now fully supports publication of it in EMBO reports.
Thank you again for your contribution to EMBO reports.
